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however, only a limited number of devices are reachable through the network. we observed that only version s7-300 rarl supports the password reset on the tia portal. if an adversary had a malicious user id and password in the tia portal she can reset the plc using
the information she could read from the plc. the reset allows an adversary to change the plc’s password, but not the firmware of the plc. we also found a vulnerability in the siemens psm (programmable safety module) web user interface that allows an adversary to
reset the device’s password. this web user interface is directly connected to the plc. the attack scenario requires the plc’s user credentials. once an adversary has logged in to the psm’s web user interface, she can change the device’s password. when the plc user

changes the password, a new psm page is pushed with the newly set password and the old one, this means that the adversary can then reset the password using the old user id and password. my belief is that they just realized the scope of the problem and that they
had been digging their own grave. i dont think they still have a clue how bad it is. so you have to look at this as a sad commentary on how certain industries and companies have adopted the "buy from us, it wont bug us" attitude. you are ultimately responsible for
your own security practices, and you can be sure the siemens programmers are working away at day or night, regardless of the time in which they make their work public. it’s hard for me to imagine what scares them more: seeing a vendor asking them to fix their
sdb or seeing someone disclose them. as much as we love to bash on siemens for their security failures and vendors that ignore their customers, i think they deserve a chance to fix this, but in the meantime, the many victims of this bug deserve a fix so they can

carry on with their lives.
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our tool uses a simple c program called “exploit_code_download.c” to download, manipulate, and push the malicious code to siemens plcs. in the very first step, it has to upload itself to its own machine where the plc runs to prove that it is not a virus. when that step
succeeded, it connects to the plc and downloads its control program. at this stage, the main focus is to program the control block “ob0” with a simple set of instructions and then unlock the plc with this code. in order to achieve this mission, we set all the input
parameters to zero such as, address pins, output pins, currents, etc. and initiate the programming and downloading process. after the programming process, an instruction that locks the plc is executed. after this step, the injected code is unlocked and the plc is

ready for further processing our tool doesn’t check if the plc is the siemens s7 300 or s7 300 r, so it downloads and injects code for both types of devices. this is because it is only targeting mobile devices that run siemens plcs, so siemens 300r is available to attack
we sent the program to siemens and asked them to look into our findings. after we received their findings, we were asked by the manufacturer’s security team to let them know. however, we were asked to sign nda, which we refused. we do not know how the main

siemens plc security is implemented. so we were able to break that instead of breaking siemens security. moreover, we plan to release our tool to the public after we’ve fixed all our findings. the tool was tested under linux and windows 10 os, and it successfully
uploaded and then injected its own program on siemens s7 300 rarl. the tool is written in c language and we have shown the program flow in fig. 7. the basic functionality of the tool is as follows: 5ec8ef588b
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